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geologic map of the state of hawai‘i - usgs - geologic map of the state of hawai‘i by david r. sherrod, john
m. sinton, sarah e. watkins, ... the geology of the eight major islands of the state of hawai‘i. the map should
serve as a useful guide to ... stearns). map plates that accompanied those publications geology of hawaii dukelabs - hawaii, the focus of our 2007 geology ideas field trip offering, is the youngest island in the
archipelago and is a volcanologists hot dream as modern volcanism and the products of recent volcanic
activity are wonderfully preserved there for all to walk over, see, and experience. hawaii obsidian sources sourcecatalog - hawaii. stearns, harold t. 1985 geology of the state of hawaii (2nd edition). pacific books,
palo alto, california. stearns, h. t. and g. a. macdonald 1946 geology and ground-water resources of the island
of hawaii. hawaii division of hydrography bulletin 9. stevenson, christopher m. and peter mills geohydrology
of the island of oahu, hawaii - geohydrology of the island of oahu, hawaii kauai hawaii niihau molokai oahu
maul lanai kahoolawe hawaii zusgs ... south state st. spokane, washington u.s. post office bldg., rm. 135, ...
geology, hydrology, and geochemistry of each regional aquifer system. each memorial to harold thornton
stearns 1900-1986 - memorial to harold thornton stearns 1900-1986 john f. mink consulting geologist,
honolulu, hawaii harold t. stearns died on july 28, 1986, seventy years after he began his lifelong study of
geology. bom into a poor ... 1966 geology of the state of hawaii: palo alto, california, pacific books, 266 p. list
ofpublications - university of hawaii - state of hawaii department of land and natural resources division of
water and land development honolulu, hawaii ... *b-1 geology and ground-water resources of the island of
oahu, hawaii. ... harold t. stearns (hawaii division of hydrography), 1947. potential geothermal resources in
hawaii - potential geothermal resources in hawaii: ... surface geology of oahu (from stearns, 1939). ... the
state of hawaii is comprised of a chain of five marine geology of kure and midway atolls, hawaii: a ... marine geology of kure and midway atolls, hawaii: a preliminary repore m. grant gross,2 john d. milliman,3
joshua i. tracey, jr.,4 and harry s. ladd4 ... state university of new york, stony brook, new york 11790. ... to
investigate the marine geology of these atolls. department of geology & geophysics - soest - department
of geology & geophysics minor requirements 11 planning for your ... harold t. stearns fellowship _____ 16 space
grant undergraduate fellowships _____ 17 ... geologists and geophysicists also work for numerous state and
federal agencies, colleges, and universities. earth scientists commonly work as part of multi-disciplinary teams
... 2006 kiholo bay earthquakes rattle the hawaiian islands - geology & geophysics university of hawaii,
manoa summer 2007 ... harold t. stearns, for the purpose of supporting student research on geological and
geophysical problems in hawaii and the paciﬁ c basin. ... ers in the state of hawaii. in addition to this award,
julia was also university of hawaii at manoa 2003-2004 coastal geology at ... - coastal geology at the
university of hawaii soest university of hawaii at manoa 2003-2004 (continued on page 2) ... the state, the
nation, and the world. the federal emergency ... jectured by harold stearns in the 1930s. 2. establishment of
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